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ABSTRACT
The new elementary radiation mechanism due to the oscillatory character of a radiation
friction force appearing when a relativistic charged particle moves along a periodic
structure without external fields is studied by analytical methods. The equation of
motion for the charged particle driven by the radiation friction force is solved by the
perturbation method. It is shown that the non-synchronous spatial harmonics of the
Cherenkov-type radiation (CR) can cause an oscillatory motion of the particle, which
therefore generates an undulator-type radiation (UR). In the frequency range where the
diffraction of the generated waves is essential, the radiation manifests itself in the
interference of CR and UR. The undulator radiation takes place only in that spectral
region where the wave diffraction can be neglected.
As known, a charged particle moving with a constant velocity along a periodic
structure emits Cherenkov-type radiation [1]. The fields of this radiation called wakefields can be expressed as spatial-harmonic series according to the Floquet theorem. The
action of the synchronous with the particle spatial harmonics of the self-wakefield on
the particle results in energy losses associated with CR. The non-synchronous spatial
harmonics can cause the oscillatory particle motion resulting in generating the
undulator-type radiation. This radiation is subject for discussing in this article.
As a periodic structure, we will consider a hollow corrugated waveguide with
metallic surface. Suppose that a particle of charge e and of mass m moves with an
ultrarelativistic velocity v along the structure with the period D. The radiation friction
force and the radiation power are sought for.
By using the Hamilton's method developed in [2] we can obtain the radiation friction
force as
F(v(t), r(t), t) =
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where coA is an eigenfrequency. Seeing the force of radiation friction does not depend on
the particle size r0 , so coA < c/ro [2] (c is the velocity of light). Vtot=MVceii, where we
assume that the structure contains M--xo cells of volume Vce, and is enclosed in a
"periodicity box". AI(r) is the set of the eigenfunctions of the vector potential which
can be represented in the Floquet form [1]
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where g~'0 2(ri_) is the amplitude of the n-th spatial harmonic; h is the parameter of the
interval: (-ir/D +7u/D); h,,=h+2zrn/D is the propagation constant. The set of (2) is
limited above on frequency by the electron plasmna frequency at),C in metal. As known, if
a-a.the diffraction conditions in the periodic structure are violated. So, for the range
cv,j > col, the vector potential can be expanded in terms of the plane waves of free space
A,,,,,,, (r
iA;,r(3)
= c-,, 4z
where AA is the wave propagation vector; a~.i is the real unit vector of polarization
(1=1,2) perpendicular to kA.
The equation of the motion driven by the force (1) can be solved approximately in
ultrarelativistic limit. As a zeroth-order approximation, we will consider the motion
with a constant velocity parallel to the stricture axis
v~vo =voe-,
dt)=rc +v,)t
(4)
In this case, inserting (4) and (2) into (1), we obtain the self-wake force of zeroth order
in the frequency band co;, «<(l
F(t) =-e 2

w(P)e'I;Jt ± Kc.C.
w

(5)

where we have introduced Q=-27rv 0 ID and defined thle amplitude of the pth spatial
harmonic of the wake function as
v
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Here g(")
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L),- and (D,
1 satisfies the resonance conditions (o,, - hvO = t-.
The force (5) is a periodic function of time with the period D/v0 . The synchronous
harmonic of this force, -e2211-,(O, determines the energy losses associated with CR in the
frequency band coý <<r«
In the region ow2 > o-,, where the structure can be considered as free space, the radiation
is absent in zeroth order approximation. i.e. at vo=const.
If the particle is off-axis, it experiences a periodic action of the transverse component
of the non-synchronous harmonics of the self-wake force (wj'()) #). The radiation due to
the periodic motion we will call undulator radiation. Solving the equation of the motion
driven by the force (5) we find the corrected law of motion
~~
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Inserting Eq.(7) and Eq.(2) into Eq.(1) we can obtain the power radiation as
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Here coj is a frequency found from the equation coA -hv 0 = rn, y is Lorentz factor. (8)
shows that in the region co << cop,, the radiation manifests itself in the interference
between CR and UR.
For the region cow> cop, it is interesting to consider the radiation of a high energy
charged particle satisfying the condition cop, <<2Q•. Inserting (7) and (3) into (1) and
for simplicity applying the dipole limit kA,5rj±(t)<<2rT we obtain the UR power by
analogy with (10)t
6
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where the number of harmonics in the sum is limited by the condition of the small value
of the oscillation amplitude resulting inp<<pumzý=2fy/rnax{ a(P)}.
As follows from (9), the power grows up as square of the particle energy, so in the
region co > > cop, the UR power can exceed the CR power emitted in the band co < < Cope.
It should also be stated that, if a bunch of N electrons moves in the periodic structure
and the bunch dimensions q- and or satisfy the conditions o«<<D/(2q") and
o 1<<D/(2qy), then the radiation with the frequency co < 2q.(y 2 is coherent. Moreover,
for the range COpe << co < 2qflý the UR power would be proportional to N 4
4e 6N4 y2pq

P=. 3m 2cj3
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Finally, it should be noted that in the future super-high-power electron rf linacs there
will be beam energy loss associated with the undulator radiation emitted by the electrons
in the fields of the spatial harmonics of both the accelerating mode [3] and the
wakefield, due to the deviation of beams from the linac axis. On the other hand, the
considered above radiation mechanism can be used in the undulators based on periodic
RF waveguides without external fields, where the non-synchronous wake-harmonics of
an electron bunch implies a wave pump. The development of such wake-field undulators
with submillimeter periods may open new frontiers in generating X and gamma rays
without employing external periodic magnetic fields and RF sources.
I am grateful to Ya.B. Fainberg for the proposed method of solution and fruitful
discussions.
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